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Cobra and JetMax
bring Eugene
Thomas’ dream
alive
Client profile
Eugene Thomas is a retired Air Traffic Controller and self-confessed
aviation “nut”. Because he wore glasses, he knew from an early age
that pilot training, either civil or military was a ‘no-go’, which is why he
plumped for ATC and worked to achieve his Private Pilot License in
1973.
Having caught the flying “bug” Eugene progressed through private
pilot status to Flying Instructor and finally to Commercial Flying
License and Instrument rating. Flying in everything from Cessna
150/152/172, Piper PA28 and Arrow, to Piper Navajo, Aztec, Seneca
and then to more sophisticated twin Turbo Prop aircraft like the
Embraer Bandierante and the Shorts 360, Eugene’s only regret is that
he never got to fly “Big Shiny Jets”! This is why he searched the globe
and came up with the ultimate simulation experience: the combination
of a JetMax simulator and a Cobra Curved Display with 4K projector.
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The Cobra challenge
Prior to becoming a Cobra client, Eugene was running his

to improve the experience Eugene achieved from his JetMax

JetMax with 3 x 32 inch screens, which he says “worked fine

simulator. In other words it was up to Cobra to let Eugene

as far as it went – and for someone with no specialist skills

fulfill his lifelong dream to fly “Big Shiny Jets”.

is the only real option available”. So Cobra’s challenge was

The Customer Review

“I wanted to feel as if I was at 38,000ft cruising over
France; taxiing around Zurich towards the runway
or descending over the centre of London at night
towards Heathrow. To achieve this I needed top
visuals to support the illusion. For me the Cobra
screen and 4K projector do exactly that. In fact if I
had to sum up the JetMax and Cobra 4K combination,
I’d use only one word, “Immersive”. For me, this is no
longer a simulator: I’m flying that Boeing 737. At last, I
am getting to fly my “Big Shiny Jet”!”
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Why Cobra?
When asked why he chose Cobra, Eugene had three points to make, he says:

“The products:
The Cobra Curved Display gives me a 150-degree field of view horizontally, and 66 degrees vertically. I tested this
screen at Airliner 1 where I spent 4 hours on the simulator, putting it thoroughly through its paces and left seriously
impressed. I ordered one the next day.
Secondly, The Cobra 4K high resolution projector enables an increased resolution from a standard high definition
picture of 1920 x 1080 pixels to a much higher resolution of 3840 x 2160. The result is a much more detailed image.
Again, I put this projector through its paces, accompanied by Alexander Bradley, the MD of Cobra Simulation, and was
“bowled over”, ordering one before I left the building.

Service and Simplicity
Also of special importance to me was that the screen would be installed and set-up by Cobra, which resolved the fears
I had about my limited computer skills. When it came to the projector, it was a simple case of plug and go, but I knew
they’d be there for me if I needed them.

The upscale opportunity
As you’ll have gathered already, I started off with the screen and was able to upscale to the full package by investing
in the 4K projector later. The flexibility of the Cobra platform was so simple that I was able to upgrade the projector
quickly and with ease by adjusting the projector platform to the flat position, place the new 4K on top then calibrate the
screen using the easy to use Cobra True Dimension calibration grid.”
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Benefits
Eugene is very clear on the benefits he gets from this overall package:
•

The immersion you experience with such a wide field of view, both horizontally and vertically adds a huge element of realism to the whole simulation experience.

•

The picture displayed by the 4K projector is much, much clearer than any HD projector.

•

The lens is huge and projects a really solid image that can even be viewed in daylight.

•

The level of detail is extremely high, which increases the level of realism at all altitudes of
flight.

•

Taxiing around airports and getting to or from the runway is just like the real thing.

The Cobra solution in detail
Eugene achieved his dream by choosing:
•	The Curved Cobra screen, with 150 degree field of view horizontally, and 66 degrees
vertically.
•

The Cobra 4K, high resolution (3840 x 2160) Projector.

•

The Cobra True Dimension warping software.

•

The Cobra D630 stand
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